CASE STUDY

History
Whisperings: Solo Piano Radio is an Internet
Radio broadcast founded by David Nevue, a
pianist and composer who also operates The
Music Biz Academy, an educational web site
for independent musicians; and is the author of
the book, How to Promote Your Music Successfully on the Internet. An internationally known
recording artist and live performer, Nevue has
released 10 professional CD recordings and offers sheet music of
many of his recordings
for purchase.

subscription-based, commercial-free service
offering CD-quality audio and an expanded
playlist. Both streams are accessible at www.
SoloPianoRadio.com.

Situation
When first launched in 2003, Whisperings had
an initial capacity of 25 simultaneous listeners
or audio streams, incurring bandwidth costs of
roughly $25 per month. An immediate hit, the
service quickly expanded to more than 1,000
simultaneous listeners, with bandwidth costs
rising exponentially. In the early days, Nevue
and other Whisperings pianists shouldered all of
the operating costs.
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StreamGuys RevenueStream subscription platform. The RevenueStream service has enabled
Whisperings to become entirely listener supported, and has allowed Nevue and his team to
increase revenue and defray operating costs.

Benefits

The StreamGuys RevenueStream service
provides password-protected subscription
controls and conditional access for both new
and existing streams using PayPal, the popular
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supporting the broadcast. Overall, we’re seeing
more than one million streams launched each
month, and our global audience continues to
grow.”
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